Since all of the metric-dependent dimension functions above satisfy a "Weak Sum Theorem," it is natural to ask if any of these functions satisfy the Finite Sum Theorem or the Countable Sum Theorem. In this paper the authors obtain new properties of these dimension functions, and using these results construct examples for which none of the metric dependent dimension functions satisfy either of the sum theorems in question.
Let d 0 denote the metric dimension function defined by Katetov [2] , and let dim be the covering dimension function. K. Nagami and J. H. Roberts [5] introduced the metric-dependent dimension functions d 2 and d 3 , and J. C. Smith [7] defined the functions d 6 and d 7 . The following relations hold for all metric spaces (X, p):
(X, p) rg d,(X, p) ^ 4(X, P) ^ dr(X, p) g d Q (X, p) .
In [8] J. C. Smith has shown that all of the above dimension functions satisfy the "Weak Sum Theorem" stated below for d 2 .
THEOREM. Let (X, p) be a metric space satisfying these conditions:
(1) X-XJaeA^ai where each F a is closed in X.
(2) {F a : a e A} is locally finite. It is now natural to ask the following question. Do any of the above dimension functions satisfy the Countable Sum Theorem or the Finite Sum Theorem? In this paper we answer this question in the 151 negative. In § 2 we obtain a number of results relating the dimension functions d 2 and d 0 to certain subsets of Euclidean w-space. In § 3 we apply these results in constructing a metric space for which none of the above metric-dependent dimension functions satisfies the Finite Sum Theorem. 1 In § 4 we prove that if any countable disjoint collection of compact subsets of Euclidean w-space (n ^ 3) is removed, the dimension function d 2 may decrease by at most 1. This result is analogous to Theorem 1 of [5] . As an application of this theorem we construct an example of a metric space for which none of the above metric-dependent dimension functions satisfies the Countable Sum Theorem. Then ^ will be called an n-definίng system for X. DEFINITION 2.6 . A decomposition of a metric space (X, p), X = Uαei-^α will be called a proper decomposition if there are at least two indices a, βe A such that H a Φ ζd and H β Φ 0.
The following characterization of c£ 0 is proved in [5] 
The following theorem is proved in [4] . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8 above there exists a locally finite closed cover ^ -{F a : ae Γ) which satisfies (i)-(iii) of that theorem. By (ii) with B o = X, we have ord {J^} ^ n + 1. For each k, I <^ k n + 1, define iϊ* = {α;: ord (x, &~) = &} so that A, = U*i) H k . Hence dim (Al) = 1. Therefore by Theorem 2.9, dim (H, Π J») g 1 -3 + 1 == -1, so that Hi Π J f = 0 for all i ^ 1.
We apply Theorem 2.9 again with B t = iί^ for ΐ = 0, 1 and B { = Ji_ γ for i ^> 2, and ε = <5/2. Thus there exists a finite closed cover l of K satisfying. The following Lemma is proved in [3, p. 21 (7) dim (L«) ^ 1 for all i^ 1. (4) and (8) Since lim inf {Df. j ^ 1} Φ 0 we have by [1, p. 100 ] that in any Tj, R = lim sup (A: i ^ 1} is connected-Note that Rξ^B since j? is closed. From statement (1) above we now have, (2) R is a connected set with the property that R f] Sj Φ 0 for every j 2> 1.
Since each ^ is compact, i? cannot be contained in any one A { . Let if; = Ai Π JR. Then {ί^: i ^ 1} is a proper decomposition of the connected set R into a collection of mutually disjoint compact sets. This contradicts Lemma 2.14 and completes the proof of the theorem. 
